Recommended Crusade Program Outline

How do I do evangelism? Even before I am asked to conduct evangelism in the IAD or any other division of the world church, I prepare myself.

- I spend time writing sermons.
- I spend time dreaming of how I can be innovative
- I will look at the testing truth that we preach and see how I can be different in my approach, aiming to reach the postmodern minds.
- I spend time with the Word and the text that we frequently used.

Before I move into the area to conduct evangelism, I do not get excited because they think I am the one for the campaign. I meet with the leaders and show them the importance of introspective events and the importance of Personal Evangelism.

This is where evangelistic success is convened.

- Organized action groups.
- Lay training programs

With the church members becoming aware (Most of the time it is just about 65%) of the importance of personal evangelism and the mission of the church, I introduced the Discovery Events and Entry Events.

In other word now that they understand the importance of the priority of evangelism it is time move within the community, work place and among family members.

Stuff I use!

- Prayer Fellowship
- Each one reach one document

My crusade sequence varies according to the length of the campaign. But I do pay particular attention every time to the sequence that I use.

1. Show formulated sequence.

CAMPAIGN

Activities at the campaign include:
Song Service, Special Music, Questions Box, Colors, Renewals of vows, Health Features, Gifts, Registration
SERMON (Who determines whether you live or die) and APPEAL.

Program For Opening Night

Song Service-7.00 – 7.20
This includes choruses, Praise song and songs from the screen.

- Theme Song (Platform Personnel enter)
- Opening Song
- Prayer
- Official Opening of Crusade (Conference Official)
- Welcome
- Special Music
- Introduction of Evangelist
- Promotions (By Evangelist)
- Offering
- Mass Choir
- Evangelist enters-7.50 p.m.
- Fellowship song
- Sermon
- Closing Song & Prayer 9:05 p.m.

Please note the following:

- Opening Prayer must always be short and precise.
- The person responsible for the welcome spot must be cheerful and warm.
- The welcome song will be done by the song service leaders.
- The Offering is equally important. Folks must be shown the reason why they should give.
- Persons who are singing special songs must be properly dressed and I would prefer that special songs not be repeated.